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A Reconsideration" (Explorations in Economic History 15 [Apr. 1978]) listed in the

sections on labor supply, internalmigration,and possibly textiles. In fact, it appearsin
none of these places.
A more serious problemconcernsthe scope of the bibliography.The mannerin which
entries were selected is not explicitly described. Was the search restricted to certain
authors?Or to certainjournals? Or was some other method employed? In any event
there are some surprisingomissions; among them are: Alfred Chandler, The Visible
Hand (Cambridge MA 1977), Sidney Homer, A History of Interest Rates (New

Brunswick, NJ 1963), and ClarenceDanhof, Change in Agriculture(Cambridge,MA
1969). Perhaps these books fall outside the field of historical economics, but their
absence reduces the usefulness of this bibliography.
Because of the time involved in bringingthis project to publicationthe bibliography
also excludes items published after 1980. While this was probably not much of a
limitationwhen work was begun, it means that the book is alreadysomewhat dated. It
should be noted, though, that a relatively large number of unpublished(as of 1980)
workingpapersare includedin the bibliography.Whilethis featurewill undoubtedlybe
useful for some readers, it is likely to prove frustratingto others who don't know
whether or where these papers may subsequentlyhave been published.
McCloskey and Hersh have produceda useful guide to the literature,and one that
meets their stated objective of providinga "usefullycoherent" book which could serve
"as a startingpointfor furtherresearchandas a reminderfor readinglists." It is a useful
supplementto other bibliographiesof economic and business history, but it is not a
comprehensiveguide to the literatureof historicaleconomics. I hope that the authors
andpublishersintendthis book as the beginningnot the end of theirwork, and will build
on the foundationthey have laid-refining their classificationscheme, broadeningthe
scope of the bibliography,and extendingit to includemorerecent years. If they do, they
will eventuallyproducea truly definitiveguide to the literatureof historicaleconomics.
JOSHUAL. ROSENBLOOM,
University of Kansas
Long-Wave Rhythms in Economic Development and Political Behavior. By Brian J. L.

Berry. Baltimore:The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991. Pp. xiv, 242. $49.50,
cloth; $19.95, paper.
In this short book, Brian Berry seeks to advance the notion of long waves (or
Kondratievwaves) in historicalprice movements. In particular,he focuses on annual
growth rates of U.S. wholesale prices, 1790-1988. To make his argument, Berry
presents 93 detailed figures and 5 tables, which purportto show the existence of long
waves in the annualgrowthratesof wholesaleprices, as well as long swings (or Kuznets
cycles) in time series for real GNP and real per capita GNP. These time series are
manipulatedvia moving averages (4-year and 10-year), which are computed both
annuallyand every fifth year, in order to smooth the series.
Berry introducesthe potentialproblemof the "Slutsky effect," wherein the use of
moving averages is said to introducecycles into series which are, in fact, cycle free.
However, he rejects this possibility after computing4-year moving averages of U.S.
wholesale prices, and then overlayinga "decoupled"4-year movingaveragecomputed
every fifth year. His argument:"Four-yearaveragegrowth rates computedevery fifth
year have a one-year gap that precludespropagation,because individualaverages are
decoupled" (p. 18). The test of this argumentis visual as several figures present
overlapped annual growth rates, plus 4-year and 10-year moving averages (both
"normal" and "decoupled")for the reader'sinspection. Althoughsome may find this
approachpersuasive,others (includingthe reviewer)will remainunconvincedaboutthe
neutralityof moving-averageprocesses.
In any event, Berry argues for the existence of long waves in prices, where the
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completewave has a periodof some 55 years. Beyond this, however, he arguesthere are
two Kuznets cycles (or long swings) in real growth rates embeddedwithin each of the
long (price) waves. These cycles-within-cyclesare said to be "synchronized" so that
two 25-to-30-yearKuznets cycles (of real growthrates) "fit" withineach long wave (of
prices). This mechanismis driven as an oscillating series by an endogenous historical
process: "Each phase is a consequenceof the sequence that precedes it, and the phases
are synchronizedin approximately55-yearwaves withinwhich 25-to-30-yearcycles are
embedded" (p. 10).
The causal chain which links the 25-year Kuznets real-growth-cycleto the 55-year
Kondratievprice wave is alternatingmoods of optimismand pessimism. As Berry sees
it successful growthengendersoptimismwhich results in speculativeexcess. This turn
of fortune leads to pessimism which results in mass depression. From a Kondratiev
peak, a crisis ensues in the sense that prices startto declinejust as real growthrates are
surging in a Kuznets-cycle upswing. At the peak of the first Kuznets cycle, prices
continue their decline so that both Kuznets and Kondratievmovements are heading
towards a simultaneoustrough (a depression). From this joint Kuznets/Kondratiev
trough,prices and real outputboth begin to rise, but at the peak of the second Kuznets
cycle, real growthrates startto decline, while prices continuetheirupswingto the next
Kondratievpeak-where the cycles begin again.
As to statistical methodology, aside from the use of moving averages, Berry brings
chaos theory into the argumentto demonstratethe presence of a "strangeattractor"in
relevanttime series, which he says suggest the existence of long waves. There is no
considerationof frequency-domain
techniquessuch as spectral,cross-spectral,or rangestandarddeviationanalysesin this searchfor long waves. The data series referencedare
generallyfromthe U.S., and includebirthratesfrom 1900to the late 1980s,deflatedstock
prices (1790-1988),and the Friedman& Schwartzmoneygrowthand NNP series.
The authormanages to bringunder considerationa wide range of literaturedealing
with one or another aspect (or "theory") of long waves, including Elliott waves in
financialreturns;long cycles in Americanpolitics and the timing of so-called critical
elections; war wages, power cycles, and other more dubious schemata advanced by
political scientists, futurists, or other writer. The bibliographyis mostly complete (he
missed-or ignored-the reviewer'smodest contributionsto the long-wavedebate), but
a number of curious dating errors creep in at significantpoints. For instance, he
misdatesthe Friedman-Schwartz
MonetaryHistoryof the U.S. in several places (giving
it as 1983),and similarlythe importantInternationalEconomicReview articleof Roger
Bird et al. (givingit as 1985insteadof 1965).These errorsare all the more curiousgiven
the prominentplace of these two works in Berry's argument.
In sum, the book is short, interestingreading,but may leave one with the feeling that
economic history has somehow cycled deeply into science fiction.
JOHN C. SOPER,

John Carroll University

International Technology Transfer: Europe, Japan, and the USA, 1700-1914. Editedby

David J. Jeremy. Aldershot, England:EdwardElgar, 1991. Pp. xiii, 253. $68.95.
This is an excellent collection of essays by twelve contributors(from Britain, the
United States, Australia, and Japan). The editor has defined technology broadly, as
"knowledge about the ways in which processes and products are designed, made or
organized"(p. 1). Each authorwas asked to consider(1) factors inhibitingtechnological
transfer,(2) features related to the movementof technology across borders (including
institutionsfor andspeedin transfer),(3)mattersassociatedwiththe adoptionof technology
in the recipientcountry,(4) modificationsof importedtechnology,and (5) reverse flows
aftermodifications.The contributorsfollowedthateditorialmandate,andthe bookcontains

